Video “Construction Site Terminal – Sky Line Train”

Information about the content with time code specifications:

**Footage from December 2019**
- 00:00 – 00:29 Concrete work on a column for the track of the railway line
- 00:30 – 00:59 Columns for the track
- 01:00 – 01:15 Frame for the track from below

**Footage from July 2020**
- 01:16 – 01:59 Delivery of the track sections
- 02:00 – 03:22 Lifting the track sections

**Footage from October 2020**
- 03:23 – 03:35 Frame for Sky Line track at Terminal 2 (night)
- 03:36 – 04:20 Delivery of prefabricated concrete parts for the frames (night)
- 04:21 – 06:19 Lifting in prefabricated concrete parts for frames (night)
- 06:20 – 06:51 Frame for the Sky Line track at Terminal 2 the following day

**Footage from December 2020**
- 06:52 – 07:23 Overview of construction work for southern track
- 07:24 – 08:45 Overview of construction work for Terminal 3 station

**Footage from September 2021**
- 08:46 – 09:19 Shell construction work Terminal 3 station
- 09:20 – 09:50 Southern track
- 09:51 – 12:18 Shell of new workshop building
- 12:19 – 15:14 Lifting and installation of concrete girders for the track

**Footage of April 2022**
• 15:15 – 16:00 In front of T3’s main terminal building, a new Sky Line people-mover station is being built, including a concrete trough, tracks, platforms and equipment rooms
• 16:01 – 16:39 The main terminal building, with the drive-by platform and the Sky Line people mover in front of it (captured close-up and from a distance)
• 16:40 – 17:29 The new Sky Line station at Terminal 2; featuring a platform housing with automatic sliding doors
• 17:30 – 18:17 Laying the tracks at ground level for the new Sky Line route’s central section